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Charlotte city government departments
could owe as much as $3.4 million to
Charlotte Douglas International Airport for a
police helicopter hangar and an animal
control center built with airport revenue and
never repaid.

Those findings represent a small part of the
more extensive audits at CLT, a vetting and
analysis that will likely cost at least
$360,000.

Brent Cagle, interim city aviation director, and Ron Carlee, city manager, said
the sloppy accounting represented a breach of Federal Aviation
Administration reporting requirements.

In the cases of the $3 million city dog pound built in 1992 and a $425,000 a
helicopter hangar, the construction costs were to be repaid to the airport but
never were.

Carlee said no evidence of any attempted revenue diversion by the city —
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spending airport money on things unrelated to aviation and running Charlotte
Douglas — has ever been found. Instead, the aviation department under former
airport director Jerry Orr has failed to follow what Carlee called the “obsessive-
compulsive” guidelines needed to ensure all federal rules are followed.

Orr, who backs a separate entity to oversee CLT, ran Charlotte Douglas for 24
years.

Carlee and Cagle said they expect to discover other mistakes as a sweeping
series of five audits at CLT begins. The audits encompass a study of $64,000 to
$84,000 by McGladrey to examine grants, accounting, reporting and
compliance, billing and revenue and other items; a Waters Consulting Group
analysis of CLT compensation and benefits estimated to cost $86,740; a look at
contracting and vendors policies by Matrix Consulting Group, estimated to cost
$50,000 to $90,000; a joint safety review by the aviation department and the
police department; and a financial-services overview by a consultant yet to be
named. No cost estimate was offered for the financial-services study.

Carlee characterized the problems uncovered in the early stages of the audit as
signs of what happens when a mom-and-pop store transforms into a national,
large-scale retailer.

They Said It

Airport Commission Attorney Richard Vinroot:

Responding to City Manager Ron Carlee calling previous CLT management a
mom-and-pop operation:

“Why don’t we just make the whole city the same kind of mom-and-pop
operation? Because if we did, we’d have a better city. ... I’d take a mom-and-
pop (city) manager to tax increases. I’d rather have a more efficient city
government, frankly.”

On the early findings of one CLT audit:
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“If the FAA is concerned that some unused property is being used for a dog
pound for this city, that is not a real issue. That is a bogus issue. And for a city
attorney to think that’s a really big deal is to suggest that we are participating in
a sideshow.”

Closer Look

The series of airport audits come as the city and the state-created commission
remain locked in legal limbo.

A Mecklenburg Superior Court judge must decide whether the state law passed
in July can take effect, a stipulation the FAA cited when it opted against making
a judgment on whether the new commission, billed as a city agency by
supporters of the law, needs a separate federal operating certificate to take
control of CLT.

The law names former city Aviation Director Jerry Orr as executive director of
the commission.

Orr is still being paid by the city while the fight for control drags on.

Erik Spanberg
Senior Staff Writer
Charlotte Business Journal
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